
Spotlight

An Industry In Transformation

At a blistering speed, transformational changes are taking place in the 
$2.9 trillion U.S. healthcare industry.

As consumerism, smart devices and the Internet of Things proliferate, 
there is enormous room for ingenuity and improvement in healthcare. 
However, HIPPA compliance, cost pressures, security and the unique 
needs of a mobile healthcare workforce presents what can seem like 
insurmountable challenges.

Vox Mobile has been on the forefront of helping market leaders take 
advantage of mobility in healthcare. From enabling mobility to speeding 
drug trials, enabling BYOD and secure messaging, to improving in-office 
patient visits and the continuum of care, to provisioning home health 
providers at the point of care and inventory management, Vox Mobile  
is able to help. We develop comprehensive mobility strategies, make 
technology recommendations, manage large device deployments,  
provide IT infrastructure and end-user support services.

Vox Mobile helps healthcare organizations harness the power of mobility 
to address challenges found all along the entire healthcare continuum, 
enhance quality of care and set our clients apart in the marketplace by 
closing the gap between mobility vision and breakthrough innovation.
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Large health system based in NE Ohio.
Managing large-scale device deployment when life depends on it.

Challenge:
Due to the size and velocity of operations at this large health system, the organization ruled 

out BYOD due to the fact that the variability of devices would make it extremely difficult to 

manage compliance and security needs. As they decided to standardize all their clinicians on 

a single mobile platform, the healthcare leader faced the challenge of deploying 7,000 devices 

in the three month window the carrier granted them to upgrade.

Vox Mobile Solution:
The Vox Deploy services provided the scale needed to deliver on the hospital’s challenge.  

Vox Mobile provided a dedicated support team of 26 experienced individuals. This team  

successfully managed the full-scale deployment which covered over 24 different locations. 

The Vox Mobile architects were responsible for backing up current devices, restoring data on 

the new phones enrolling each device in the EMM platform, ensuring all carriers were working 

– and all with ZERO physician downtime! Another unique challenge about this mobile  

deployment is that these were the first ever carrier-supported DEP devices in the U.S.

Insights:
Vox Mobile provides on-going support for the clinicians, including device  

and latest technology upgrades which has significantly improved end-user  

satisfaction. On many occasions, Vox Mobile has gone above and beyond the 

call of duty to support the hospital’s mobile users. In one instance, a Vox  

Mobile agent even provided a wakeup call for a physician when his device  

needed replacement over night. 
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NE Ohio broad-based hospital group with deep roots in academia.
Arming providers with HIPAA compliant content while enhancing  
patient experience.

Challenge:
The large hospital group had the need to provide its doctors, nurses and employees with  

access to sensitive information via mobile devices. The significant hurdles the organization 

faced was to ensure HIPAA compliance while providing ease of use to help deliver on  

enhancing patient engagement and meaningful use at the same time.

Vox Mobile Solution:
The Ohio-based hospital has partnered with Vox Mobile for ongoing mobile management  

services and for special projects for more than 7 years. Vox Mobile has helped evaluate  

EMM platforms for the healthcare provider and facilitated multiple migrations. The Vox Admin 

offering provides remote instance administration for all EMM instances across 3,000 devices. 

Vox Mobile will also help deploy a new mission critical application which is designed to  

empower the end-user to make life altering decisions at the palm of their hands. This new  

application deployment will expand the number of mobile devices for the hospitals to more 

than 20,000.

Insights:
Through this strategic partnership, the hospital group has been able to achieve 

its vision for breakthrough in mobility innovation while managing the security 

and compliance complexities inherent to healthcare. The real achievement is 

delivering an exceptional end user experience in the face of these complexities.
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Israeli headquartered, multinational pharmaceutical company.
Carrier plan and expense optimization for a quarter of a million assets.

Challenge:
The multinational pharmaceutical company found it impossible to maintain mobile cost  

optimization with so much variability in carrier plans. The company was searching for a way  

to efficiently keep up with analyzing constant changes in carrier plans and assessing the  

company’s mobile use to eliminate unnecessary costs.

Vox Mobile Solution:
Vox Mobile’s Control services leverages the Vox Encompass platform to aggregate all the 

required data sources from the pharmaceutical company’s systems and carrier systems to 

automate timely analysis of carrier plans, mobile usage trends and patterns with actual costs. 

This delivers critical insights at the point-of-action enabling Vox Mobile to have a full picture 

on how to make adjustments that maintain optimal mobile spend. 

Insights:
With a quarter of a million assets under management, it was invaluable that  

Vox Mobile was able to provide peer to peer benchmarks for the pharmaceutical 

company’s carriers, end usage and applications. With this visibility, Vox Mobile 

was able to make recommendations that save the company $3.5 million in the 

first year.
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Home Health Software Technologies Provider
Improving patient care by managing the full lifecycle of mobile devices  
and software.

Challenge:
This home healthcare provider had an extraordinary opportunity to improve patient care in 

a highly efficient manner if it was able to deploy and support its care providers with mobile 

devices and applications. The company needed to ensure that it could support the continuum 

of care for its home service delivery.

Vox Mobile Solution:
The home healthcare provider turned to Vox Mobile to provide full lifecycle management of 

its mobile devices, applications and server infrastructure. With the resources and advanced 

systems Vox Mobile has available to support the mobile needs of the company’s care givers, 

payers and patients has helped improve the quality of care and patient engagement. The 

company also recognized that Vox Mobile helped make it possible to engage even the least 

technical-savvy patients so they can take advantage of mobile technology even in the most 

remote areas.

Insights:
With its advanced support capabilities and tools, Vox Mobile has been able 

to maintain its 93% first contact resolution rate. This was critical to end-user 

satisfaction, adoption and reliability with the complex environment of multiple 

carriers, care providers technologies and systems.
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Global leader in antibody technologies and antibody drug candidates.
Managing a mobile environment to ensure superior user experience  
cost effectiveness.

Challenge:
Global pharmaceutical business operations are complicated and highly regulated. This global 

pharmaceutical company constantly invests in improving and expanding its use of mobile 

technologies, but wanted to limit the impact mobile initiatives would have on the IT headcount 

and telecom costs. However, with a distributed workforce and a diverse set of operations and 

regulatory requirements, the company would require deep technical expertise, operational 

experience, and the tactical capacity to respond to its rapidly changing global environment. 

Vox Mobile Solution:
Vox Mobile manages the pharmaceutical’s entire mobile environment which includes device 

procurement and deployment, application deployment, server administration, and end-user 

support. Vox Mobile is also responsible for maintaining a cost effective mobile program and 

driving continuous improvements in operations and support. The pharmaceutical company’s  

users have given Vox Mobile exceptional Net Promoter Scores across all lines of support 

based on the superior user experience and application success.


